
■ Super main harness kit 12V MONKEY
This wire harness kit can be avoid any modification or cut and connect wire to put our custom parts.  Easy 
coupler hook up as a genuine wire harness.More than the genuine wire diagram, this harness kit equips the 
extra coupler to hook our custom parts such as ground earth wire, charging outlet, Honda genuine alarm and 
wide variety of our custom gauge kit. No need to cut and connect the wire modification, just replace with the 
stock main harness.This custom harness kit is more than the function feature but neat and cool visually as a 
special customized parts.This harness is neatly covered by the tubes and extra couplers also cool mesh tube 
cover at the frame neck area where the harness are exposed.  

※The side stand switch is applicable for 2 line coupler type, 3 line coupler type uses  extra side stand 
switch connector(included in the kit) .  Sorry, in this case side stand indicator will not work.
※Cannot be used to Monkey BAJA and Monkey R.

No need to modification of harness, this harness kit pre-wired not only for our wide variety of our custom 
gauge kit but also such as the permanent power supply, key-on power supply, extra ground earth, turn-signal 
indicator, tachometer pulse, these storage all in the head lamp case.  Tachometer pulse wire are used to be 
exposed, but when you uses this harness kit, it will covered nicely.For the RPM pulse signal connection, you 
can chose from either of Ignition coil or pick up coil. 

This harness kit equipped extra connector for the outer power charging system. You can easily connect to the 
battery charger, so you don’t need to remove battery from the chasiss.
■CTEK battery charger is recommended. 08-02-0032　CTEK battery charger maintains the battery full and 
healthy all the time, just hook up when you not riding even long period of the time. 

HONDA ’ s genuine security alarm system can be hook up without any modification.
Optional indicator lamp for genuine alarm system can be also hook up with coupler on.

LED tail lamp kit uses DC power to lit the small indicator lamp, so they used to need to modify the harness 
or add on wire, but now you don’t need that extra work, just coupler on with this harness kit.

To make better grounds earth, this harness has extra grounds earth wire. 

■Exposed frame neck area covered nicely by extra mesh tube.

■HONDA ’ s genuine security alarm system can be hook up.

■Extra grounds earth wire.

■Equipped an extra connector for outer power charging.

■Equipped extra wires for LED tail lamp.

■Equips the extra coupler to hook up our wide variety of custom gauge kit.
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